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viously this situation is  1YpreSented by the spin Hamil- 
tonian (I), where #, and are the individual ion spin 

Hamiltonians which take the form (2). represents 

*< = gallPH4ie + gdlP(HiSiz  + H,,Sip) + A&i$it 
-f- Bi(S,I, + S,,lw) where a' = 1,2 (2) 

thc interaction Hamiltonian for the two paramagnetic ions 
and consists of (I) isohpic exchange, - JS,S,, (2) 
magnetic dipole-dipole intwactions, and (3) anisoeopic 
exchange terms. The isotropic exchange serves to separate 
the singlet and triplet states while the effect of (2) and (3) 
is to separate levels within the triplet state. In the case 
of mpper(rr) and vanadyl ions when the isotropic exchange 
is smalI the anisotropic exchange i s  small compared with 
the magnetic dipoIe-dipole interaction and hence the 
inajor contribution to zero field splitting within the tripIet 
state arises from the dipolar term. 
In the cases considered here we assume that the bm 

ions are in identical sites of axial symrnetry and hence 
the interaction spin Hamiltonian is (3), where the anisotropic 

exchange terms are considered to be negIigibIe. This is 
equivalent: t~ using s tern of fAe form (4) where D = 

- p2/Rs(gIt + JgL1) is the zero fieId splitting term within 
the biplet state. However, for reasons which have to do 
with the line simuIation procedures we use the former 
representation. (The possibility of non-axial symmetry 
was considered and caIculations such as those described 
in previous work showed that the dfmer is axial ta within 
f 20°.7) For the systems involving interacting pairs of 
copper(11) ions the transition fields have been previously 
calculateda For similar systems invoIving the vanadyi 
ion i t  is n e c e s w  to take into account terms involving B 
and AB/K.4 Again transition fidds can be cdmlated by 
use of non-degenerate time-independent perturbation theory 
to second order in perturbations of the Zeeman inrteraction 
for b t h  AM = 1, Am, = 0, Am, = 0, and farbidden 
.311f = & 2 transitions after transformation of the basis 
functions to remove near degeneracy of sb tes  I+ - #t,pla, ) 
and I - $&~s,m, > . Transition probabilities can be cal- 
culated from first-order functions with a factor accounting 
for the anisotropy of the g tensor gL3(1 f g%l&/gB). In all 
the calculations in the present investigation terms involving 
B and ABIII mere included for both copper(rr) and vanadyl 
cases. The computed lineshapes were obtained by in- 
crementing the magnetic field over the required range and 
summing the contributions for each particular value of 
magnetic fieId by use of either hrenhian or Gaussian 
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first-derivative Iine-dmpes correctly weighted by d, cos 0 
as described previously. Such calculations were carried 
out at the Mom& University Computer Centre on a CDC 
3200 computer with Fortran programs. 

For the copper(11)tqx cheIate in aqueous solutions the 
isotropic signal is due to coupIing of a large number of 
copper(xr) ions. Similar spectra have been found for 
higher aggregatw of Uroporphyrin 111 by Blumberg and 
Peisrtch8 The origin of this line is discussed by Pake.10 

Dimeric copper(rr) tspc cheIate observed in 75% di- 
methyLformamide-water exhibits tu.0 peaks in the g ca. 2 
region due to the perpendicular (x, y) parts of the bM = 

1 transition but the parallel (z) part of the spectrum was 
not resolved. At Iow field a well resolved AM = &2 
signal was observed. The two portions of the spectrum 
were fitted by use of an axid model for the dimer. This 
yielded identical parameters from both A M  = -& I and 
AM = f 2 parts of the spectrum where they could be 
compared. The simulated line-shape for the observed 
spectrum is shown in Figure 4. The central part of the 
AM = &l signal in the observed spectrum is due to re- 
maining polymer signal. 

FIGURE 4 Simulated l i n ~ h a p c  of the e.8.r. spectrumdue to the 
dim& oopper(11)tspc chelate: (a) A M  = & 2  signal; gll = 
2.20, gl = 2.04, A .- 0.02 cm-\ B = 00.02 cm+'. D = 0.038 
cm-5 R- = 4.3 A, cr = 20 G: (b) AM = f 1 signal. gl = 
2.04 & 0.01, D = 0.038 cm-3, R m .  = 4.3 & 0.1 A. For 
t h e  computation of the spectra in the case of the AM = 5 1 
signal parametera obtained for the AM = f 2 were used. 
except for g _ ~  and D, as only the perpendicular peaks, indicated 
by arrows, were resolved in thc cxpetirncntal spcctrum 

For aqueous soluti~ns af the vanadyl tspc chelate ate 
isotiopic signal wises from a similar mechanism to that 
of the copper complex. The dirneric vanadyl tspc chelate 
observed in 80% dimcthylformamide-water givcs a multi- 
Iine speckurn at room temperature similar to that observed 
in vanadyl tartrates "*lg at low pH. Aside from the 
multi-line spectrum unresolved side bands can be seen at 
ca. f 500 G from the centre of the spectrum. At 77 K 
the saIient features of the spectrum due to the dimer are 
the compIex AM = f l signal with a broad underlying 
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